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Abstract
This work gives an overview of the classification methods based on boosting. The whole new
concept of classifying data using boosting algorithm has evolved from basic principle idea of
applying classifier to training data sequentially and weighting items that were wrongly classified
as more important ones for the next iteration. This means that boosting performs supervised
learning and by using the set of weak learners creates the powerful one. With pioneering
work of Discrete AdaBoost, the whole family of algorithms has been developed and successfully
applied, being available on commercial cameras today as face detection feature or implemented
for applications such as real-time tracking, or various data mining software.
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Introduction

classifiers on the most informative data had not
yet introduced adaptive behaviour, but it was a
milestone. Many variations came later, usually
bringing new understanding to the basis that was
previously made, by introducing new learning algorithms and new hypotheses. AdaBoost (AdaptiveBoosting) was the first adaptive. It became
popular and significant since it was the first one
that used feedback information about the quality
of the chosen samples so that it focused more on
difficult, informative cases. Further development
brings us to algorithms such as LPBoost, TotalBoost, BrownBoost, GentleBoost, LogitBoost,
MadaBoost, RankBoost. These algorithms will
be briefly introduced in Methods with their main
features and ideas. Section Boosting algorithm
applications will deal with some real-life implementations of presented methods. Indeed, boosting methods are commonly used to detect ob-

Boosting as method is not constrained with usage of one specific algorithm. It is known as
machine learning meta-algorithm. Common pattern for most boosting algorithms consists of
learning weak classifiers1 so that they become
a part of a powerful one. Many boosting algorithms have been proposed. The essential
one and historically the most important is the
work of Robert Schapire [29] and Yoav Freund
[13] introduced at the very beginning, in Methods section. Their work was the first provable
boosting algorithm. It consisted of calling weak
learner three times on three modified distributions, which caused boost in accuracy. Distributions were modified according to classification results, with emphasis on those elements that were
misclassified. The idea of successively applying
1

classifiers that misclassified less than 50% samples
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METHODS

rule can be treated as a hypothesis, a classifier.
Moreover, each rule is weighted so that it is appreciated according to its performance and accuracy. Weighting coefficients are obtained during
the boosting procedure which, therefore, involves
learning.
Mathematical roots of Boosting originate
from probably approximately correct learning
(PAC learning) [31, 23]. Boosting concept was
applied for real task of optical character recognition using neural networks as base learners [25]
2 Boosting History - method . Recent practical implementation focuses on
backgrounds
diverse fields, giving answers to questions such
as tumor classification [6] or assessment whether
Several methods of estimating have preceded household appliances consume energy or not [25].
boosting approach. Common feature for all
methods is that they work out by extracting
samples of a set, calculating the estimate for each
drawn sample group repeatedly and combining 3 Methods
the calculated results into unique one. One of
the ways, the simplest one, to manage estima- Boosting method uses series of training data,
tion is to examine the statistics of selected avail- with weights assigned to each training set. Series
able samples from the set and combine the re- of classifiers are defined so that each of them is
sults of calculation together by averaging them. tested sequentially comparing the result of the
Such approach is a jack-knife estimation, when previous classifier and using the results of preone sample is left out from the whole set each vious classification to concentrate more on mistime to make an estimation [12]. Obtained col- classified data. All the classifiers used are voted
lection of estimates is averaged afterwards to give according to accuracy. Final classifier, combines
the final result. Another, improved method, is weight of the votes of each classifier from the test
bootstrapping. Bootstrapping repeatedly draws sequence[22].
certain number of samples from the set and proTwo important ideas have contributed decesses calculated estimations by averaging, simi- velopment of Boosting algorithms’ robustness.
lar to jack-knife [12]. Bagging is the further step First tries to find the best possible way to modtowards boosting. This time, samples are drawn ify the algorithm so that its weak classifier prowith replacement and each draw has a classifier duces more useful and more effective prediction
Ci attached to it, so that final classifier becomes results. Second tries to improve the design of
a weighted vote of Ci − s.
a weak classifier. Answers to both concepts reEssential Boosting idea is combining together sult in a large family of boosting methods[30].
basic rules, creating an ensemble of rules with Relations between two concepts of optimization
better overall performance than the individual and Boosting procedures have been a basis for
performances of the ensemble components. Each establishing hew types of Boosting algorithms.
jects or persons in video sequences. The application the most famous was implemented by Viola and Jones and allowing to detect faces [32].
This application is usually used in videoconference, security system, etc. Section Comparation brings out and examines differences or similarities between properties of some algorithms.
Last section concludes the story of boosting algorithms and the new ideas they contributed.
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has a feature of reducing variance and bias, and
a major cause of boosting success is variance reduction.

Discrete AdaBoost

Discrete AdaBoost (Adaptive Boost) algorithm
takes training data and defines weak classifier
functions for each sample of training data. A
tree-based classifier has been thoroughly explored and proved to be the one that outcomes
low error rates [20]. Classifier function takes the
sample as argument and produces value -1 or
1 in case of a binary classification task and a
constant value - weight factor for each classifier.
Procedure trains the classifiers by giving higher
weights to those training sets that were misclassified. Every classification stage contributes with
its weight coefficients, making a collection of
stage classifiers whose linear combination defines
the final classifier [20]. Each training pattern receives a weight that determines its probability of
being selected as a training set for an individual
component. Inaccurately classified patterns are
likely to be used again. The idea of accumulating weak classifiers means adding them so that
each time the adding is done, they get multiplied
with new weighting factors, according to distribution and relating to the accuracy of classification. At first this was proposed to be without
adapting. Discrete AdaBoost or just AdaBoost
was the first one that could change weak learners
[20].
Early works on this topic have proposed the
misconception that AdaBoost has its test error
always decreasing with more classifiers added,
meaning it is immune to over-fitting, hence it
cannot be over-trained so that it starts increasing
classification error once. Experiments [21, 27],
though, exposed overfitting effects on datasets
containing high level of noise. Generally, AdaBoost has shown good performance at classification. Bad feature of Adaptive Boosting is its
sensitivity to noisy data and outliers. Boosting

3.1.2

RealBoost

The creators of boosting concept have developed
a general version of AdaBoost, which changes the
way of expressing predictions. Instead of Discrete AdaBoost classifiers producing -1 or 1, a
RealBoost classifiers produce real values. The
sign of classifier output value defines which class
the element belongs to. Those real values produced by classifier will serve as measure of how
confident in prediction we are, so that classifiers
implemented later can learn from their predecessors. Difference is that with real value, confidence can be measured instead of having just the
discrete value that expresses classification result.

3.2
3.2.1

Weight function modification
GentleBoost

GentleBoost algorithm represents modified version of the Real AdaBoost algorithm. It is using adaptive Newton steps in the same manner
like later introduced LogitBoost algorithm. The
function that assigns weight for each sample in
Real AdaBoost [14] is the following:
e−(r(x,y))

(1)

where r(x, y) = h(x)y and:
h(x) =

X
i

ln

1 − i
i

(2)

where i is the weighted error of hi . Minimization of function (1) is achieved using adaptive
Newton steps. Real AdaBoost used formula
fm (x) =
3

1
Pw (y = 1|x)
log
2
Pw (y = −1|x)

(3)

3.3

Adaptive ”Boost by majority”
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for updating the functions. Values obtained from
outliers, using logarithm 3 can be unpredictably
high, causing large updates. The consequence
of this ponderation method is that the increasing number of misclassified samples, causes very
fast increase of weight, without boundaries [15].
Friedman et al. introduce a derivated algorithm
of Real AdaBoost to create GentleBoost algortihm [19]. The purpose is to make the previous
function ”gentler” [15]. GentleBoost updates the
function using fm (x) = Pw (y = 1|x) − Pw (y =
−1|x) formula with estimated weighted class
probabilities. This way, function update stays in
a limited range. GentleBoost allows to increase
performance of classifier and reduce computation
by 10 to 50 times compared to Real AdaBoost
[19]. This algorithm usually outperforms Real
AdaBoost and LogitBoost at stability.

3.2.2

3.3.1
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Adaptive ”Boost by majority”
BrownBoost

AdaBoost is a very popular method. However,
several experimentations have shown that AdaBoost algorithm is sensitive to noise during the
training [8]. To fix this problem, Freund introduced a new algorithm named BrownBoost [16]
which makes changing of the weights smooth and
still retains PAC learning principles.
BrownBoost refers to Brownian motion
which is a mathematical model to describe random motions [2]. The method is based on boost
by majority, combining many weak learners simultaneously, hence improving the performance
of simple boosting [15] [14]. Basically, AdaBoost
algorithm focuses on training samples that are
misclassified [18]. Hence, the weight given to the
outliers is larger than the weight of the good
training samples. Unlike AdaBoost, BrownBoost allows to ignore training samples which
are frequently misclassified [16]. Thus, this classifier created is trained with non-noisy training
dataset [16]. BrownBoost is more performant
than AdaBoost on noisy training dataset. Moreover, more training dataset becomes noisy, more
BrownBoost classifier created becomes accurate
compared to AdaBoost classifier.

MadaBoost

Domingo and Wanatabe propose a new algorithm, MadaBoost, which is a modification of
AdaBoost [10]. Indeed, AdaBoost introduces
two main disadvantages. First, this algorithm
cannot be used by filtering framework [16]. Filtering framework allows to remove several parameters in boosting methods [34]. Second, AdaBoost is very sensitive to noise [16]. MadaBoost resolves the first problem by limiting the
weight of examples with their initial probability. Moreover, filtering framework allows to resolve the problem of noise sensitivity [10]. With
AdaBoost, weight of misclassified samples increases until samples are correctly classified [14].
Weighting system in MadaBoost is different. Indeed, variance of sample weights is moderate
[10]. MadaBoost is resistant to noise and can
progress in noisy environment [10].

3.4
3.4.1

Statistical interpretation of adaptive boosting
LogitBoost

LogitBoost is a boosting algorithm formulated
by Jerome Friedman, Trevor Hastie, and Robert
Tibshirani [19]. It introduces a statistical interpretation to AdaBoost algorithm by using additive logistic regression model for determining
classifier in each round. Logistic regression is a
way of describing the relationship between one
4
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”Totally-corrective” algorithms
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at every iteration and every time a weak classifier
is added, all the weights of the weak classifiers
present in linear classification function are adjusted (totally-corrective property). Indeed, in
this algorithm, we update the cost function after
each iteration [4]. The result of this point of view
is that LPBoost converge to a finite number of iterations and need less iterations than AdaBoost
to converge [24]. However, computation cost of
this method is more expensive than AdaBoost
[24].

or more factors, in this case - instances from
samples of training data, and an outcome, expressed as a probability. In case of two classes,
outcome can take values 0 or 1. Probability of an
outcome being 1 is expressed with logistic function. The LogitBoost algorithm uses Newton
steps for fitting an additive symmetric logistic
model by maximum likelihood [19]. Every factor
has a coefficient attached, expressing its share
in output probability, so that each instance is
evaluated on its share in classification. LogitBoost is a method to minimize the logistic loss,
AdaBoost technique driven by probabilities optimization. This method requires care to avoid numerical problems. When weight values become
very small, which happens in case probabilities
of outcome become close to 0 or 1, computation of the working response can become inconvenient and lead to large values. In such situations, approximations and threshold of response
and weights are applied.

3.5
3.5.1

METHODS

3.5.2

TotalBoost

General idea of Boosting algorithms, maintaining the distribution over a given set of examples,
has been optimized. A way to accomplish optimization for TotalBoost is to modify the way
measurement of hypothesis’ goodness, γ (edge) is
being constrained through iterations. AdaBoost
constrains the edge with the respect to the last
hypothesis to maximum zero. Upper bound of
the edge is chosen more moderately whereas LPBoost, being a totally-corrective algorithm too
always chooses the least possible value[33]. An
idea that was introduced in works of Kivinen
and Warmuth (1999) is to constrain the edges
of all past hypotheses to be at most γadapted
and otherwise minimize the relative entropy to
the initial distribution. Such methods are called
totally-corrective. TotalBoost method is ”totally
corrective”, constraining the edges of all previous hypotheses to to maximal value that is
properly adapted. It is proven that, with adaptive edge maximal value, measurement of confidence in prediction for a hypothesis weighting
increases[33]. Compared with simple boost algorithm that is totally corrective, LPBoost, TotalBoost regulates entropy and moderately chooses
γ which has led to significantly less number of iterations [33], helpful feature for proving iteration

”Totally-corrective” algorithms
LPBoost

LPBoost is based on Linear Programming [19].
The approach of this algorithm is different compared to AdaBoost algorithm. LPBoost is a
supervised classifier that maximizes margin of
training samples between classes. Classification
function is a linear combination of weak classifiers, each weighted with value that is adjustable.
The optimal set of samples is consisted of a linear combination of weak hypotheses which perform best under worst choice of misclassification
costs [4]. At first, LPBoost method was disregarded due to large number of variables, however, efficient methods of solving linear programs
were discovered later. Classification function is
formed by sequentially adding a weak classifier
5
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RankBoost
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rate of the detector is about 15 frames by second [32]. This rate corresponds to a webcam
rate. Hence, this detector is a real-time detector. Moreover, this method is 15 times faster
than Rowley-Baluja-Kanade detector [28] which
is a famous method of face detection using neural network. This speed allows to implement this
method directly in hardware. Recently, Khalil
Khattab et al. implemented this method using
FPGA hardware [11].

bounds.

3.6

RankBoost

RankBoost is an efficient boosting algorithm for
combining preferences [17] solves the problem of
estimating rankings or preferences. It is essentially based on pioneering AdaBoost algorithm
introduced in works of Freund and Schapire
(1997) and Schapire and Singer (1999). The aim
is to approximate a target ranking using already
available ones, considering that some of those
will be weakly correlated with the target ranking.
All rankings are combined into a fairly accurate
single ranking, using RankBoost machine learning method. The main product is an ordering
list of the available objects using preference lists
that are given.
Being a Boosting algorithm, defines RankBoost as a method that works in iterations, calls
a weak learner that produces ranking each time,
and a new distribution that will be passed to
the next round. New distribution gives more importance to the pairs that were not ordered appropriately, placing emphasis on following weak
learner to order them properly.

4

APPLICATIONS

4.2

Classification of Musical Genre

Two methods using boosting classification exist to classify songs in different musical genre
like Classical, Electronic, Jazz & Blues, Metal
& Punk, Rock & Pop, and World. The first
method uses AdaBoost classifier [1] while the
second method uses LPBoost classifier [7].
4.2.1

Music classification
aBoost

using

Ad-

Bergstra and al. suggest a method using AdaBoost to classify music [1]. The principle is to
find features, before using the classifier. These
features are:
• Fast Fourier Transform Coefficients

Applications

Boosting methods are used in different applications.

• Real Cepstral Coefficients

4.1

• Zero Crossing Rate

• Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients

Faces Detection

• Spectral Spread

The most famous application of boosting in image processing is detection of faces. Jones and
Viola implemented a method for real-time detection of faces on video sequences [32]. Jones
and Viola uses AdaBoost algorithm to classify
features obtain Haar Basis functions [32]. The

• Spectral Centroid
• Spectral Colloff
• Autoregression

6
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Real-Time Vehicle Tracking
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AdaBoost is used to classify music with the previous features. Result of the classification on the
Magnatune 6 dataset is 61.3% of good classification compared to the human classification [7].
The number of weak classifiers computed during
the training period is 10000 [7].

APPLICATIONS

Real-Time Vehicle Tracking

Withopf et al. suggest using GentleBoost to
detect and track vehicle in video sequence [35].
Features used to allow the classification are the
same used by Viola and Jones for faces detection [32]. Indeed, Haar Basis function are used
to find features [35]. Then, GentleBoost is im4.2.2 Music classification using LPBoost plemented to classify each object on a video sequence like car or no car [35]. Withopf et al.
Diethe et al. propose a method using LPBoost compared results on the same video sequences of
to classify music [7]. Features used to allow the boosting method (GentleBoost) with two differclassification are:
ent other methods which are difference of edges
features and trained object tracker [35]. Classifi• Discrete short-term Fourier Transform
cation using GentleBoost is more accurate than
the obtained using other methods [35].
• Real Cepstral Coefficients

4.4

• Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
• Zero Crossing Rate

Tumor Classification With Gene
Expression Data

Dettling et al. propose an algorithm using LogitBoost to classify tumors [5]. Before computing
the LogitBoost algorithm, Dettling et al. did a
feature selection [5]. Finally, Dettling et al. compared results with a simple AdaBoost algorithm
and LogitBoost algorithm [5]. The combination
of LogiBoost and features selection gives better
results with a better accuracy than AdaBoost
[5].

• Spectral Spread
• Spectral Centroid
• Spectral Rolloff
• Autoregression

These features are identical to the features used
by Bergstra and al. [1]. The difference is the version of boosting algorithm used. Indeed, Diethe
et al. used LPBoost to perform the classification.
Result on the same dataset as Bergstra, outcomes percentage of good classification of 63.5%
[7]. The number of weak classifiers computed
during the training period is 585[7]. This number
is smaller than the number in AdaBoost version
because the principle of LPBoost is that during the training period, LPBoost converge faster
than AdaBoost.

4.5

Film ranking

Example of implementation of RankBoost algorithm [17] can be an algorithm that chooses
the list of person’s favourite films according to
the selection, feedback received during learning process and preferences. Such example suggests whole family of useful applications, especially web interaction based ones. To adjust the
method so that it’s results can be numerically interpreted films have to be ranked - meaning that
7
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Meta-search problem
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COMPARISON

lar performance with them, even outperforming
them considering robustness.

each one gains ordinal number and that the additional tabular information describing numerically the desirable sequence between each instance (film). Tabular information is the one
that serves as a source for feedback and decision
how similar and qualitative the estimated ranking is. Similarity is measured using criteria function. Criteria function is evaluated as weighted
number of disordered pairs in estimated ranking,
compared with obtained feedback [17]. RankBoost can be useful in different machine learning problems, even those that do not look like
the ones that are be related to ranking, such
as sentence-generation system [26] or automati
analysis of human language[3].

5.2

MadaBoost

Initial probability bounded weight of each instance at MadaBoost changes moderately compared to AdaBoost and the boosting property
stays similar to AdaBoost, according to accomplished experiments [10].

5.3

BrownBoost

The cause for AdaBoost noise sensitivity is explained with assigning high weights to noisy examples [9] and over-fitting the noise. Brown4.6 Meta-search problem
Boost tends to isolate noisy data from training
Useful illustration of ranking using RankBoost set, therefore improving noise robustness com[17] is meta-search problem, a task developed by pared to AdaBoost.
Cohen, Schapire and Singer (1999). Meta-search
problem refers to learning a strategy that, takes
5.4 LPBoost
a query as an input, and generates the ranking
of URLs connected with the query positioning LPBoost showed better classification quality and
those that seem to be more appropriate to the faster solution than AdaBoost [4]. Compared
top - quite useful and common concept in every- with gradient based methods, LPBoost shows
day usage of internet.
many improvements: finite termination at a

5

globally optimal solution, optimality driven convergence, speed of execution, less weak hypotheses in optimal ensemble [4].

Comparison

Boosting algorithms have been compared with
other algorithms that share affinities. It is convenient to examine features and originalities of
each boosting approach. Overview of strengths
and weaknesses of different boosting solutions
presented in this section are provided in Table
1.

5.5

Totally-corrective algorithms

Unlike AdaBoost algorithms where the same hypothesis can be chosen many times, LPBoost
and TotalBoost select a base hypothesis once so
that the edge of hypothesis affects distribution
management afterwards. Totally-corrective algo5.1 GentleBoost
rithms need less hypotheses when there are many
Gentle Boost, as a moderate version of Real Ad- redundant features[33], but demand more comaBoost and LogitBoost algorithms, shares simi- putation.
8

5.5

Totally-corrective algorithms
Method
Discrete
Ada
Boost

Real Ada
Boost

Gentle
Boost
Brown
Boost

5

Pros
simple; adaptive; test error consistently decreases as more classifiers are added; fairly immune
to overfitting; decent iteration
bound
better suited for frameworks
with histograms viewed as weak
learners; converges faster than
AdaBoost
increases performance of a classifier; reduce computation by 10
to 50 times
adaptive and uses ”boost by majority” principle; performs better
on noisy datasets

Logit
Boost

good performance
datasets

Mada
Boost

one version of MadaBoost has
an adaptive boosting property;
works under filtering framework;
resistant to some noise types due
to belonging to statistical query
model of learning [10]; improves
accuracy
introduces usage of boosting algorithms for ranking; as it
is a boosting algorithm (metaalgorithm), there is a possibility of combining different ranking algorithms together yielding
a higher precision; effective algorithm for combining ranks
has a possibility of minimizing
misclassification error and maximizing a margin between training samples of different classes;
fast convergence due to totallycorrective property; terminates
at globally optimal solution, fast
algorithm in general
fast convergence accomplished
by minimizing entropy; suitable
for small number of features selection; same iteration bound as
AdaBoost

Rank
Boost

LP Boost

Total
Boost

on

noisy

COMPARISON

Cons
sensitive to noisy data and outliers, cannot be used in boosting
by filtering framework

sensitive to noisy data and outliners

number of misclassified samples
increases
since the noisy examples may be
ignored, only the true examples
will contribute to the learning
process
numerical problems when calculating z variable for logic regression
assumes edge is decreasing - advantages of the weak hypotheses are monotonically decreasing;
boosting speed is slower than
AdaBoost

choice of weak learner defines
algorithms ability to generalize
successfully

more computation cost compared to AdaBoost; sensitive to
in-correctness of the base learning algorithms; small amount
of misclassification costs at the
early stage can cause problems

higher computation costs compared to AdaBoost
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Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of boosting methods
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RankBoost
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RankBoost

Performance of RankBoost on film preferences
task has been compared with three other classification methods: a regression algorithm, a
nearest-neighbour algorithm, a vector similarity algorithm. Regression method assumes linear combination of already existing scores for
films is used for obtaining the scores for particular user selection. Nearest neighbour finds a
viewer with the most similar preferences and suggests its preferences for particular user selection.
Vector similarity takes two instances, expresses
them as vector, and searches for vector differences. Values that measure disagreement, precision, average precision and predicted rank of top
were used for as a criterion for performance comparison. RankBoost showed considerably better
performance compared to regression and nearest neighbour for all four performance measures.
RankBoost also outperformed vector similarity
when the feature set size was larger. For medium
and large feature sizes, RankBoost achieved the
lowest disagreement and the highest average precision, predicted rank of top. RankBoost, according to its boosting feature, showed the highest potential of improving its performance with
the increase of the number of features [17].

Conclusion

The progress of boosting machine learning algorithms presented in this overview showcases the
original approach to classification, its variations,
improvements and application. It is clear that
milestone method, AdaBoost, has become a very
popular algorithm to use in practise. It emerged
to have plenty of versions, each giving different
contribution to algorithm performance. It has
been interpreted as a procedure based on functional gradient descent (AdaBoost), as an approximation of logistic regression (LogitBoost),
or enhanced with arithmetical improvements of
calculation of weight coefficients (GentleBoost
and MadaBoost). It was connected with linear programming (LPBoost), Brownian motion
(BrownBoost), entropy based methods for constraining hypothesis goodness (TotalBoost). Finally, boosting was used for such implementations as ranking the features (RankBoost).
Boosting principle or some of its features, was
improved with an innovative solution for each
method. Depending on method, that could refer
to additional equation, equation modification or
different approach to solving optimization. Presented development has improved the knowledge
and understanding of boosting, opening many
possibilities for involvement of boosting in solving diverse and attractive practical problems like
classification, tracking, complex recognition or
comparation.
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